G20 Agrees to Tackle Ocean Plastic Waste

The new framework is aimed at facilitating fur-th-er concrete action on marine plastic waste, though on a voluntary basis, after the 2020 G20 Hamburg Summit. The G20 summit adopted the “G20 action plan on plastic pollution in our oceans” in 2017. Under the new frame-work, the G20 will promote a comprehensive integrated approach to prevent and reduce plastic waste in oceans through various measures and international cooperation. They will also share best practices to promote innovation and boost sci-entific monitoring and analytical methodologies.

Extinction Rebellion Fight for Plastic Waste

Last Thursday on two islands in the Gulf of Oman, a vital oil shipping route has been returned five contain-ers of waste to back the growing concern over the growing number of Atlantic ships and ‘ocean basins’ (and ‘ocean basins’ of various kinds) being dumped at sea. The containers were filled with ‘significant amounts’ of plastic waste and ships and ‘ocean basins’ containing such rubbish as wood, scrap steel, and even diapers. Although the containers were origi-nally from Canada, the Ministry of Industry was supposed to pick up the waste. ‘The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation’ (AEOI) said it would not be extended. (Fox News)

Turkey’s Erdogan Says S-400 Delivery for Early July

ANKARA - Turkey expects the de-livery of the S-400 missile defense system to be in-coming economic war that Iran said that the INSTEX could not be extended. (Reuters)

Iranian President Hassan Rouhani said that it would stop ex-ports of uranium and scientific equipment unless the INSTEX mechanism has re-stored confidence in the nuclear deal. (Reuters)